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Our Mission

Every successful innovation lies behind unrealistically ambitious goals, yet we are 

here to set the bold missions to bring the all-sought Internet to life.

We want a truly decentralized network, where surveillance and prying become old 

tales from the past.

We want a borderless network, where bits and communication flow freely.

We want a network that is genuinely made by people, and precisely for them, even 

better with economic incentives for every contribution.

An indispensable Web 3.0 Infrastructure built by all and made for all.
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We can all agree that the year 2022 challenged us like no other. An unabating 
pandemic that claimed millions of lives around the world. Social and economic 
instabilities that preyed upon every living human being. And a few unexpected 
wrecks from the crypto world that stroke harshly upon people’s faith in the 
industry.

Yet, it allowed us to see what are we capable of, both as a company and a 
community. Thanks to our solid Tech foundation, built delicately bit-by-bit, and the 
profound dedication of our team members of all departments and community 
crews from all over the world, we kept progressing throughout this year.

Now we are utterly fueled for the next coming year of 2023, excited by every inch 
to deliver a powerful network and resourceful service more than ever.

Few Words From The Founders
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Developer 
Community

Technology 
Advancement

Mainnet Update
Version 2.1.9

nPool Launch

Surge Revamp

Introducing a new txn fee priority
mechanism based on a fee per size.
And of course, with performance
optimization, bug fixes, and security
patches.

providing a simple, fast, and secure
way to run a few or many NKN
mining nodes, with no requirement
for any developer experience or a
node wallet.
Reached more than 10,000 active
access nodes, with a steady stream
of daily income for each node.

A Peer-to-Peer file sharing client
designed to utilize blockchain
technologies to enable 100%
anonymous file transfer. It is end-
to-end encrypted, decentralized,
and open source.



Product Milestones

nMobile 1.4.0

nConnect 



Giveaway Campaign

Twitter Space

Style Guide

Short Video Series

CMC Blue ticked Verification

Mid-Year Exclusive AMA

SFBW22 Off-line After Party

Web 3.0 Future Talk 
Panel One | What Makes Web 3.0 Trustworthy?
Panel Two | Is Web 3.0 Technology Finally Contributing to the Real World?
Web 3.0 Pioneers | Future of Storage Panel
Kucoin x NKN x CertiK | Security Best Practices for Your Crypto

NKN x QNAP Holiday Season Coupon
NKN x ASUSTOR Giveaway
NKN x QNAP Twitter Giveaway

A New NKN Branding launched
Logos, Fonts, Colors, Themes, Print Layouts, Literature and Stationary
Designer: Imran Chaudhry

Less than One Minute
Easily Approachable
28 tutorials till now

With Core Team
All for Our Community

In San Francisco
EthStorage Harmony NKN
Over 200 tickets reserved

First-tier Projects Verified 



Available In
12 Major Exchanges

Cryptocurrencies BTC, USDT, ETH
Flat currencies USD, EUR, GPB, JPY



A Year Beyond Expectation

In the past year of 2022, we sustained to grow and soared to new

heights. This progress would not be possible without the extraordinary

work of our team and staff, as well as the dedication of all our

community members. We could not express our gratitude but fulfill our

mission by providing exciting technologies and exceptional services in

the upcoming year.

Vision of 2023
NKN is authentic to our inspirations and ambitions.

Our network is the true manifestation of our mission - A network built

by all and built for all. We look to nMobile as the cynosure that will

lead us toward a new era of secure communication. We will expand

this true serverless communication beyond NKN and support all web

3.0 and web 2.0 identities and platforms, into something we call a

“Universal Communication Service”. We will eventually thrive on

connecting nomads’ land on the planet, through satellites, and

eventually, get to the stars.

Thank you all for this whole year of an extraordinary journey, with love 

and support. We look forward to many more years of building, creating, 

delivering, connecting, and communicating, together.


